
 

Stage: U12  

Practice: # 8 ( 
 

 
 Ice Practice) 

 
Introduction (pre-practice) (3-5min in the dressing room) 

 Welcome athletes. 

 Review procedures for safety, water breaks, etc. 

 Discuss goals of practice + planned drills/activities 

Warm up (10-12 minutes)  

Drill #1: Knee tag (see practice # 8 Drill # 4 doc) 

 

Drill #2: Stretching – Agility / Balance / Coordination (ABC’S) of Warm-Up 

Figure 8 Laps – forwards W7-2.5.6.3 

Dynamic (with movement) Stretches W7-2.5.2.2 

 Shoulders & Arms 

 Back & Sides 

 Hamstrings & Quadriceps 

 Groin & Legs (adductor/inside and abductor/outside) 

 Ankles & Caves 

 

Drill #3: Skating: circles focusing on technique over speed 

Circles S16-3.11.5 

 Skate two players at a time, first one has the ring. 

 Second player chases and checks. 

 When they get possession, turnover changes positions and other player becomes the checker.  

 Only go around circle once 

Goalie 

Ring: catching/trapping 

Catch and Throw/G5-4.7.9 

Cool down (5-10min) 

Hunting the Rabbit F11-7.30 

 Divide players into groups of Hunters (two players linked together at elbow) and Rabbits (solo 

players) 

 Hunters chase rabbits and when they are caught link together to keep hunting 

Post-practice wrap up) (3-5min in the dressing room) 

 Wrap up daily activities and prepare athletes for next ice time. 

 Before each athlete leaves the ice discuss what position they like playing the best 

 Coaches are available for questions 

 

 

 

 



Drill #1 

Knee Tag 

This exercise forces athletes to get low, be agile and be balanced all at once 

 Have athletes pair up and spread out in one half of the ice 

 On whistle, it becomes a battle to see which member of the pair can touch her partner’s knee 

first 

Let the athletes ‘duke it out’ for 15-20 second intervals and repeat the game 3 or 4 times 

 

Drill #2 

2.5.6.3. Figure eight set-up (third diagram):  This is a good warm-up set-up for extra skating 
conditioning. Instructor/coach/demonstrator can provide comments to players at each end of 
the ice surface or in the middle near the crossover. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.5.2.2  Warm-up - Stretches Description 

Neck    - Stretch the neck slowly, first from one side to the other, shoulder to shoulder, 

then forward - never back. 

 

Shoulders   - Shrug up and down. 

    - Roll shoulder forward and backward. 

 

Arms    - Bring the arm across the body and hold with the opposite hand, stretching the 

triceps and shoulder. 

    - Grasping with both hands, bring the arms above the head to stretch the triceps 

and forearm. 

    - With both hands behind the back, grasp and stretch the biceps and deltoids. 

 

Back    - Position the feet slightly wider than the proper stance, and with the knees bent, 

roll forward and touch the toes.  This will stretch the lower back and 

hamstrings. 

 

Sides    - With one arm, reach above the head to stretch one side, then the other.  

Avoid over exaggerated side bends. 

    - Variation - Raise the stick above the head with two hands on it.  Press one 

hand up, then the other. 

 



Ankles   - Toe in - Between the blue lines, glide on one foot (knee slightly bent) turn the 

toe inward and hold for eight seconds. 

    - Toe out - Use the same motion, but turn the toe out. 

 

Calves    - Stationary - With motion, and the feet shoulder width apart, lift the 

toes(supporting leg knee is slightly bent).  Stretch the opposite calf. 

 

Hamstrings  - Stationary - Kneel on the ice, bring one leg out to the side with the toe 

pointing upward, and  hold position for 8 seconds (should feel a stretch in the 

back of the leg and calf area).  Switch legs. 

Quadriceps  - Stationary - Hold onto the boards with one hand and use the other hand to 

grasp ankle behind back.  The supporting knee is bent and the  back should be 

straight, with the knees parallel. 

    - Moving - Same motion, but between blue lines while gliding. 

    - Moving - Similar to a groin stretch, the player puts the toe on ice rather than 

side of foot. 

 

Groin (Adductor) - Moving - One leg is put behind the other, with the  inside of the foot on the 

ice.  The supporting knee is bent (no more than 90°).  Do not bounce. 

Abductors 

(outside of leg)  - Moving - Similar to the quadriceps stretch, except the player grasps the foot 

with the opposite hand, in front of body.  This is a good balance drill. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Drill #3 

3.11.5 Circles 

Equipment: None required. 

Description: Players line up in one corner of the ice.  Three(3) players begin skating forward around 

the free pass circle closest to the boards.  They complete one and one half revolutions of the circle they 

start on, then cross to skate 1 1/2 times around the other circle in the same end zone but in the opposite 

direction.  They then continue to the centre circle 

 

 

 

 

 



Drill #4:  

4.7.8 1 on 1 Corners 

Equipment: Rings are required. 

Description: Players form two lines at the blue line.  The instructor shoots the ring into the corner.  
Both Player 1 and Player 2 race to get the ring.  The player who reaches the ring first is to 
carry it back to the blue line.  The other player checks the ring carrier on the way back.  
Caution should be taken by the instructor to ensure that the players hold their stick 
across their body to avoid spearing themselves accidentally. 

 

 

 

 

 

4.7.9 Angle Checking 

Equipment: Rings are required. 

Description: Players form two lines on either side of the ice.  The instructor takes a shot on goal.  The 
goalkeeper tosses the ring to Player 1, who continues around the net.  Player 2 skates at 
an angle, and checks the ring carrier out to the free pass circle.  Alternate lines. 

Variation:  Add one more line for double teaming. 

 

 

 

 

 

5.5.2 Catch and Throw 

Equipment: A shooter with one to five rings is required for every goalkeeper. 

Description: With the shooter in the slot and the goalkeeper in the crease, the shooter takes light flip 
shots.  The goalkeeper catches the ring with the glove hand and then throws it, on the ice, 
back to the shooter.  Have the shooter move around providing the goalkeeper with a 
good target. 

 

 

 



Any of the shooting drills which provide the goalkeeper with many shots in succession are excellent for 
developing goalkeeping skills.  When training goalkeepers, it is important to stress technique early in their 
development.  Once good technique is established, rapid succession shooting drills will improve reaction 
time.  It is important that goalkeepers develop a good balance between reaction time (reflexes) and 
technique (skills). 

Variations can be added to the shooting drills to work on specific goalkeeping skills.  For example: 

 1) doing the drill without a stick to work on using the feet and upper body more 

 2) dropping into butterfly position between each shot 

 3) moving back to hug the post between shots 

 4) for longer time periods between shots - shuffle to the boards and back, telescope out to the 
free play line and retreat, do a slide save and stack the pads to each side, or slide the stick over 
to the boards then go pick it up and get back into position. 

 

There are many constructive practice drills a goalkeeper can do while the skaters are working on 
something that doesn't involve shooting, and even during scrimmages, which can help to develop skills at a 
faster rate.  All it takes is a little creativity and pre-planning by the instructor or coach with a quick 
explanation and some encouragement for the goalkeeper. 

Drill #5 

3.11.1 Circle Sculling 

Equipment: None required. 

Description: Players spread out evenly among the five free pass circles and start with their left foot on 
the circle.  Pushing with their right foot only, players make hard cuts with their skate 
around the circle, never lifting their skate off the ice.  After about 3 times around the 
circle, stop and change direction, pushing with their left foot while their right foot stays on 
the circle. 

Variation:  This drill can also be used for backward crossover turns. 

 

3.11.2 Cross and Hold Position 

Equipment: None required. 

Description: Players spread out evenly around the 5 free pass circles and start by placing their left foot 
on the circle (facing counterclockwise).  Using their right foot, players push 3 times and 
then cross their right foot well over their left foot as far as they can and hold that position 
for a 3 count.  Then push 3 more times and hold again.  After about 3 times around the 
circle, stop and change direction, using the left foot to push. 

 

3.11.3 Partner Turn 

Equipment: Sticks (one for every 2 players) are needed. 

Description: In partners, each holds on to an opposite end of a stick.  One player stands in one spot 
and will serve as the axis of a circular pattern.  The other player skates around the partner 
while holding the stick with both hands, crossing over both feet while turning.  After a 
number of revolutions, stop and change direction, and then switch roles. 



Variation:  This drill can also be used for backward crossover turns. 

 

3.11.4 End Zone Figure Eight 

Equipment: None required. 

Description: Players divide into 2 groups, half at each end of the ice.  Using the 2 free pass circles in 
their end, players skate in a figure of eight pattern around the circles.  (Around one circle 
once one way, and on to the other circle, skating around it the opposite way, and back to 
the other circle, etc.) 

Variation:  This drill can also be used for backward crossover turns. 

 

Drill #6 

D to G to D 

 

 

 

 

 

- Coach shoots ring into corner 

- D gets extra step and passes to G, G to D 

 

F covers and then plays D as D passes to coachB and gets pass back after going around coachB 

 

Drill #7 

6.5.3.1 - In the Offensive Zone 

Equipment: None is required. 

 

 

 

 
Description: Anticipation is the key.  Cover all players including the goalkeeper's space.  Watch out for 

'sleepers'.  Stay between your check and your goal.  Cover both sides of the circle.  
Anticipate where open ice may be.  Don't 'concede' the free pass.  Anticipate open ice and 
the pattern of potential receivers.  To practice simply attempt free passes alternating 
players doing the passing and the direction of the pass. 
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6.5.3.2 - In the Neutral Zone 

Equipment: None is required. 

Description: Play one on one (i.e. defence cover forwards, forwards cover defence, centre covers 
centre).  Don't 'concede' the pass.  Attempt to force a long pass.  Stay between your 
check and your goal.  To practice simply attempt free passes alternating players doing the 
passing and the direction of the pass. 

 

 

 

 

 

6.5.3.3 - In the Defensive Zone 

Equipment: None is needed. 

Description: Guard the "slot" but also be ready for a shot on goal.  Protect the ice space between the 
free pass circle and your goal.  'Concede' the deep and high corners of the zone.  Defence 
players cover the forwards.  Goalkeeper must cover the angles.  Anticipate open ice and 
look for the potential receiver.  Stay between your check and your goal.  To practice, 
simply attempt free passes alternating players doing the passing and the direction of the 
pass. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Drill #8 

7.30  Hunting the Rabbit 

Purpose:  Agility will be improved. 
 
Equipment:  None is required. 
 
Description:  This game is especially good for younger skaters.  No sticks or gloves are needed.  

For this game you need hunters (two players skating hand in hand), and rabbits 
(solitary skaters).  Have one rabbit for every hunter.  The idea is for the hunters to 
work together to capture the rabbit in their net (join both hands with rabbit inside).  
Change the rabbits and hunters frequently. 

 


